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Abstract--Two further developments in the method of leak detection i gas pipelines described in an 
earlier work by Turner and Mudford are presented. First a method isgiven of optimizing the use of the 
available data such that leaks can be detected sooner, giving a factor of 3 or more improvement forsmall 
leaks. Second anumber of results concerning the effect of variable leak size on the determination f the 
time at which leaking began are obtained analytically. 
INTRODUCTION 
Turner and Mudford [1] considered a pipeline network in which gas pressure and temperature were 
measured at every measurement location, and mass flows were measured at some of these locations 
including all inlets and outlets to the network. Each length of pipeline between the pressure 
measurement locations is known as a segment, and the set of segments between the two mass 
flowrate measurement locations is known as a section. Leak detection is the process of determining 
whether a leak is present in a particular section. Once a leak is detected, the time it appeared, its 
size and its location are determined. In this work we will consider only one section, but it should 
be understood that a network may consist of many such sections. 
OPT IMUM LEAK DETECTION SENSIT IV ITY 
The basis of the leak detection method discussed here is the use of all measured pressures and 
temperatures to determine the mass of gas, Li kg (known in the industry as linepack) in the section 
at the start of the ith measurement period. The apparent leak rate over measurement period i of 
length s seconds is 
Bi = IMp+ L , -  L~+,]/s, (1) 
where M is the nett mass of gas that has flowed out of the section during the measurement period. 
If no leak is present, the increase in linepack should equal the nett mass flow measured at the section 
boundaries. Of course measurement and simulation errors ensure that this apparent leak rate is 
rarely zero. 
One of the most difficult and important aspects of leak detection is the determination of a 
threshold level for leak detection such that the false alarm rate is acceptable. This determination 
requires knowledge of the errors in the estimates of linepack and mass flow. Here we assume that 
both errors have normal distributions with standard eviations trL and aM, and that these errors 
are statistically independent. Then the apparent leak rate will have a normal distribution with 
standard eviation given by 
a~ = [cr~ + 2a~]/s 2. (2) 
To reduce the apparent leak rate caused by noise and so improve the sensitivity of leak detection, 
Turner and Mudford average results over several contiguous measurement periods to obtain a 
more accurate apparent leak rate 
1 k 
= s , .  (3) 
i~ l  
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The standard eviation is 
+ j/s 
provided that all measurements are statistically independent. 
For later use we introduce 
v = (S~s~2 a~ 2 
\ a~ / = k~--~ + 
(4) 
where 
~-2  2 
- -  - -  - ' l -  
k k 2' 
~t = tr--~L + 2. 
However equation (3) is only one of many possible definitions of apparent leak rate. 
More generally we define 
k 
Sk = ~ aiBi, 
i=1  
(5) 
where a~ is the mass imbalance weight given to the ith detection period. Then if a leak of constant 
size l is present, the mean value of Sk is l regardless of the values of the coefficients a~ provided 
k 
~, ai =1.  
i= l  
From equations (1) and (5) 
1 aeMi + Li(ai - ai_ l) , 
&=s ,=, i=, 
where a0 and ak+l are defined to be zero. 
Thus, 
Normalizing as before 
4=-~ (~,+2~D a~-2o  ~, Za,a ,  , . 
i= l  i=1  
[ |/S"s \~ , ~+, 
U = = ot ~ a~-2  ~ aiai_l. 
\ crL / i=, i=1 
To optimize leak detection sensitivity, we must choose aj for i = 1 to k such that U is a minimum. 
Since U is a fraction of ai 
dU = 
OU 
i=,"' ~ da,. (6) 
If, 
independent of i, then 
c~U 
- -= 2d, 
k 
d U = 2d ~ dai 
i=1  
=0 
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as  
k 
~,  a i=  l .  
i f f i l  
Hence the optimium coefficients are the solutions of 
OU 
Oa~ 2eai  2(a i _ l+a i+ l )=2d 
or  
or  
Summing these k equations 
a i  + 1 = ota~ - a~_ ~ - d 
a 2 = ~a~ - -  d 
a 3 = ~a 2 - -  a I - -  d 
ak  = ~ak  _ I - -  ak  - 2 - -  d 
0 = ota  k - -  a k _ 1 - -  d .  
1 -a~ =~ - 1 +ak-kd  
or  
d = (~ - 2 + al + ak) /k .  
As these equations are unchanged by the transformation 




a i  : ak  - i + 1 " 
d = (o~ - 2 -I- 2a~) /k .  (7) 
These equations have been solved for k = 20 with several values of ~t (Fig. 1). It is of interest 
to examine the limit as ~ becomes very large. From equation (7), assuming a~ remains finite 




a~ + 1 + a i -  1 ---- ~ta i  - -  d 
1 
ai--* ~ as ~ ~ infinity. 
Hence if flow measurement errors are large compared to linepack errors then the uniform weighting 
used by Turner and Mudford is optimum. Figure 1 shows that for k = 20 this limit is being 
approached for ~t = 3.5. 
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Fig. 1. Optimum leak detection. 
I f  the flow measurement errors are zero then a = 2. Consider the limit as k becomes large with 
c¢=2.  
Then 





a~ +, + a~_ ~ --* 2a~. 
J~ =~.  
8J=k+ I
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Fig. 2. Improvement in leak detection sensitivity. 
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and 
Thus 
sin 0j_ i + sin 0j + l = 2 sin 0j cos E 
2 sin 0j. 
7t 
a,--* ~-~ sin 0/. 
It is evident from this result and from Fig. 1 that even weighting is far from optimum if ct - 2 
is small. Figure 2 shows that the ratio of standard eviations with and without the improvement, 
~-V- -~,  increases without limit as k increases. Hence a large improvement will be obtained in 
detecting small leaks. As the values of ~t - 2 for cases considered by Turner and Mudford are 10 -6 
and 10 -3, this improvement will apply to these cases. 
DETECT ION OF VARIABLE SIZE LEAKS 
Most literature on leak detection [2] discusses the detection of leaks in which the leak mass flow 
rate is constant. In fact, with large leaks the flow rate is very likely to decrease with time as the 
pressure in the pipe decreases. With smaller leaks, transient flow conditions may be sufficient o 
raise the pressure at the leak location and hence produce an increase in the flow rate. 
In the Turner and Mudford method, the time h at which leaking began and the leak size I is 
determined by fitting a step function to the apparent leak rate as a function of time. 
Let t = time backwards from present and the apparent leak rate = B( t )  for t --0 to 0. 
We fit to the step function 
F=0 for t>t~ 
to find 1 and h by minimizing 
when 
= 1 for t <<. tt 
f 
0 
• = (F - -  B )  2 dt 
0 
-- ' ( I -B )  2dt+ B 2dt (8) 
t 
0-7 = 2 (i - B) dt 
=0 
l=1 fjt'B dt. (9) 
h .10 
Consider a leak of unit size beginning at time tb. 
In this case neglecting measurement errors 
B = 0 for 
= 1 for 
Hence from equation (8) 
t >t  b 
t <<.tb 
l----I for h<tb  
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Fig. 3. Variation of sum of squares in the absence of measurement error. 
and from equat ion (9) 
= tb - t/ for t t < t b 
= tb(l -- tb/h) for t l~  > tb. 
F rom Fig. 3 it is clear that • has a very well defined min imum that will enable clear identif ication 
of  leak init iation. 
In general the leak rate will be 
Thus for tt <~ tb for which 
and 
where 
B=f( t )>O for t~<tb 
= 0 for t > t b. 
1 1 fo t f  =-  dt 
tt 
= (l - f )2dt  + 
= f 2 dt  + 12h - 21 f dt 
do 
= l 2 - 2lft, 
~tt 
f t  = f ( t t )  < 0 
i f  
1 = _1 I t ' f  dt < 2ft. 
tt do 
I f  the leak rate never increases with time then 
f ( t )  <~f(tt) for t <t  I. 
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Thus the inequality is satisfied. 
Now consider tt > tb for which 
and 
tl_f = ttJo fd t  
j ~ lb = (l _ f )2  dt + ( t l -  tb)l 2 
0 
04 
- -=12>0.  
Ott 
Thus if the leak rate never increases 
t l=tb  and l=l_tbfo~fdt 
(lO) 
yields the minimum of q~. 
I f  the leak rate is any positive function, then from equation (10) it follows that at minimum 
t t <~ t b . 
CONCLUSION 
A method of maximizing the sensitivity of leak detection from a given set of measurements has 
been provided. The method gives about a factor of three reduction in threshold for detection over 
50 measurement periods, with no improvement over two periods, and even greater improvement 
over more than 50 periods (Fig. 2). 
The method of determining the time at which leaking begins has been analysed and it has been 
shown that the leak initiation time is correctly identified for non-increasing leak rates. For 
increasing leak rates the initiation time identified by the fitting procedure may be somewhat later 
than the actual initiation time, but will never be earlier. 
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